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Fuster 039;s Log Splitter

What's New in the Fuster 039;s Log Splitter?

Log: Website: v1.6 - Fixed - Non-zero output error after a long running split. - Fixed - Multi-threaded splitting support. - Fixed -
Functions that accept filenames now accept stream objects instead. - Fixed - Better error handling in stream_open(). - Fixed -
Functions now return an object, not a string. - Fixed - Utilities now return an object instead of a string. - Fixed - Streams now
check against the actual open file if a filename is given. - Changed - New configuration options to allow for non-power of two
sizes for the log split. - Changed - Log-file names can be set to a stream object. This allows for better error handling in
stream_open(). - Changed - Log-file names can now be set to a stream object. - Changed - Log-file names now accept stream
objects instead of filenames. - Changed - functions now return an object instead of a string. - Changed - Utilities now return an
object instead of a string. - Changed - Functions and config options now return an object instead of a string. - Changed -
Removed global constants. - Changed - Support for non-power of two log sizes. - Changed - Configuration options now support
floating point values. - Changed - New configuration options to set when the log shift should occur. - Changed - Now computes
the shift based on the number of hours in a day. - Changed - Only shift files when the log shift changes. - Changed - New
configuration option to allow for a log shift to occur after the log has been split. - Changed - New configuration option to allow
for different log spliters for each log. - Changed - Multiple streams can now be opened at once and the number of streams can
be specified. - Changed - Now opens files in order by ID and not by filename. - Changed - Now supports three more log types. -
Changed - Streams now clear on stream_open() and stream_close(). - Changed - Updated documentation to include new options.
- Changed - Support for logs that are split into multiple parts. - Changed - Added support for multiple file types. - Changed -
Log files that are re-used can now be closed, then opened with a different file name, to ensure that none of the data is
overwritten. - Changed - The log shift can now be set as an integer number of hours. - Changed - Streams can now be cleared
before being used. - Changed - Now uses an unordered list to store log ID's instead of using a unordered map. - Changed -
Functions that used to take a filename now take a stream object instead. - Changed - Stream can now be re-used. - Changed -
Functions can now be used to check if a stream
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System Requirements For Fuster 039;s Log Splitter:

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Intel Pentium 4 256MB or higher RAM DVD drive 640 MB free hard drive space Additional
software requirements for activation and registration: Activation for Life (optional) File Cleaner (recommended) Calibre
(optional) This e-book reader for Windows is compatible with most e-book formats, including the major publishers DRM-free e-
book formats (Mobi, KF8, AZW
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